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One Collector's Trash Is  
Another Collector's Treasure 

by Henry I. Jehan, Jr. 
 

 
As some of you may know, I have been assisting a neighbor friend of mine in the selling of her collection.  It 
has been a slow go because it is really two collections, hers and her mothers.  To complicate it the material is 
not well organized and in some cases not in very good condition.  For this reason, I started by helping her sell 
the material that I was most familiar with, the United States stamps. 
 
The lady spent much of her life in 
Trinidad, so her collection is long on the 
Caribbean nations and rather short on US 
material.  Unfortunately, her US stamps 
were mostly very common used material 
with low catalog value.  You know, that 
stuff that is poorly centered, or heavily 
canceled, just does not sell well.  So, I 
decided my best course of action was 
eBay.  To my surprise after being listed 
for about 60 days, several of them sold.  
One in particular -- a poorly centered 
1909 2¢ Hudson-Fulton Celebration 
(Scott 272 pictured at right) with a 
straight edge and clear, but heavy 
cancellation was bought by a collector in 
New Jersey who also sent me a note 
asking if I had any more of them. When I responded pointing him to my other listings, he informed me that he 
wasn't interested in the stamps, he collected the cancellations. 
 
What certainly looked to me to be a large obliterating 1910 New York City Grand Central Station cancellation; 
is something else!  It is a cancellation from a letter sent by steam ship from New York.  The purchaser sent me 
the following note about the stamp pictured.  Wow, who knew? 
 

“The NY Foreign cnx [cancellations] are tricky and the double ovals off cover are almost 
impossible to validate because the same cnx [cancellations] are used for Registered 
domestic and other uses. The one I purchased is rare in that the small 2 at the bottom of 
the oval indicates that the stamp was used as part of a Supplementary Mail charge when 
the letter was posted after normal hours and prior to ship sailing. This may even have been 
canceled at the pier side office.” 

 
Apparently, he is researching the New York City foreign mail cancellations and is looking for both material and 
further information on this subject.  If you should have anything to share on this topic let me know and I will 
put you in touch with him. 
 
[Editor’s note; Treasurers can be unearthed in the strangest of places.  One just has to be able to be observant 
and know something about the material.  What is one man’s junk is another man’s treasurer – to quote a 
phrase!] 
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